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We present cross sections for rotational, vibrational, and fine-structure transitions in He–CaH(2S)
collisions at cold and ultracold temperatures calculated using theab initio potential energy surface
reported in the preceding paper. Rotational quenching is fast, vibrational quenching is slow. The
spin-rotational interaction, although small and having no influence at temperatures above 10 K,
changes significantly the rate coefficients for rotational quenching at lower temperatures. The
theoretical rotational, vibrational, and elastic cross sections are compared with the results of a buffer
gas cooling experiment carried out at a temperature of about 0.4 K. The theoretical predictions for
the vibrational and elastic cross sections are larger than the measured values. The sensitivity to the
potential energy surface is explored. A modified surface diminishes but does not remove the
differences between theory and experiment. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in cooling and trapping atoms at u
cold temperatures have generated much interest in ultra
molecules1–7 although the complex structure of molecul
makes it a more challenging task to cool and trap the
Methods developed for creating ultracold molecules inclu
photoassociation of ultracold atoms,8–15 buffer gas cooling
of paramagnetic molecules,16–18 electrostatic cooling of po-
lar molecules,19–26and supersonic expansion in a rapidly r
tating molecular beam.27 Photoassociation produces mo
ecules in highly excited vibrational levels and the efficien
of quenching of rovibrationally excited molecules by col
sions with ultracold atoms has attracted considerable theo
ical interest.28–34 Chemical reactivity in ultracold atom
molecule collisions has also been explored recently.35–37

While quantum scattering calculations of ultracold ato
diatom systems can be carried out without any approxim
tions, large uncertainties may still be present due to inac
racies in the intermolecular potential. It is not clear to wh
extent the uncertainties in the potential energy surfaces a
cross sections at ultracold temperatures and whether the
ab initio methods can provide reliable interaction potenti
for ultracold collisional studies. The only atom-molecule sy
tem for which experimental measurements of inelastic
ergy transfer are available at sub-Kelvin temperatures is

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
naduvala@unlv.edu

b!Electronic mail: gerritg@theochem.kun.nl
c!Electronic mail: rkrems@cfa.harvard.edu
d!Electronic mail: adalgarno@cfa.harvard.edu
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He–CaH system. Doyle and co-workers17 cooled CaH mol-
ecules by elastic collisions with3He buffer gas atoms and
confined them in a magnetic trap at temperatures of aro
0.4 K. Most CaH molecules were produced in the grou
rovibrational level with a small fraction in thev51 vibra-
tional level. Doyle and coworkers estimated cross secti
for elastic and rovibrationally inelastic collisions between t
trapped molecules and the3He buffer gas atoms but no the
oretical calculations were available for comparison with t
experimental results.

Here we investigate the collisions between3He atoms
and CaH(2S) molecules using the potential energy surfa
developed in the preceding paper38 and compare the theore
ical results with the experimental data of Weinsteinet al.17,18

We also explore the effect of spin-rotational coupling in2S
molecules and investigate how it modifies collision cro
sections at cold (,1 K) and ultracold temperature
(,1023 K). The energy splitting of rotational levels of CaH
due to spin-rotational interaction is comparable to collisi
energies in cold collisions and it is important to understa
whether spin-rotational interaction affects cross sections
cold and ultracold collisions. Our results show that sp
rotational coupling modifies the rotational quenching cro
sections at ultracold temperatures and leads to interes
resonance structures in the cross section.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we brie
describe the methodology for close-coupled scattering ca
lations. Cross sections and rate coefficients for elastic
inelastic scattering and a discussion of the effect of sp

il:
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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rotational interaction are presented in Sec. III. Sensitivity
the cross sections to the interaction potential is also inve
gated. A comparison with experimental data is made in S
IV and a summary and conclusions are given in Sec. V.

II. THEORY

The theory for quantum calculations of cross sections
collisions of a diatomic molecule in the2S state with a struc-
tureless target has been described in detail by Alexande39,40

and Corey and McCourt.41 Our approach is different in tha
we perform calculations in the body-fixed basis42 and use an
uncoupled representation of the wave function. The to
Hamiltonian of the He–CaH(2S) system can be written

Ĥ52
\2

2mR

d2

dR2 R1
l̂ 2

2mR2 1V~R,r ,u!1ĤCaH1V̂SR,

~1!

wherem is the reduced mass of the colliding particles,l̂ is
the orbital angular momentum for the collision,V is the glo-
bal potential for the He–CaH interaction,R is the center-of-
mass separation between He and CaH,r is the interatomic
distance in CaH,u is the angle between the vectors corr
sponding toR and r , ĤCaH is the rovibrational Hamiltonian
of the diatomic molecule andV̂SR is the operator describing
the spin-rotation interaction in CaH(2S). The spin-rotation
operator is assumed to be independent ofR and u and it is
represented by the form

V̂SR5gŜ•N̂, ~2!

whereŜ andN̂ are the electronic spin and nuclear rotation
angular momenta of the diatomic molecule, respectively,
g is the phenomenological spin-rotation constant equa
0.0415 cm21 in CaH.43

The eigenfunction of the total Hamiltonian~1! is ex-
panded in products of vibrational (xvN), rotational (YNk)
and spin functions of the diatomic molecule as follows:

CJM5
1

R
A2J11

4p (
vNkSS

FvNkSS
J ~R!xvN~r !

3YNk~u,f!uSS&DMV
J* ~a,b,0!, ~3!

wherek andS are the projections ofN̂ and Ŝ on the body-
fixed axisR, V5k1S, J is the total angular momentum o
the triatomic system with projectionM on the space-fixed
axis,DMV

J are Wigner rotation functions,f is the polar angle
of the diatomic axis in the body-fixed frame, anda andb are
polar coordinates ofR with respect to a space-fixed frame

Substitution of expansion~3! in the stationary Schro¨-
dinger equation with the Hamiltonian~1! leads to the follow-
ing system of coupled equations for expansion coefficie
FvNkSS

J :
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F d2

dR2 1kvN
2 GFvNkSS

J

5
2m

\2 (
v8N8S8S8k8

^vNku^SSuV~R,r ,u!

1
l̂ 2

2mR2 1V̂SRuS8S8&uv8N8k8&Fv8N8k8S8S8
J , ~4!

wherekvN
2 52m(E2evN)/\2, E is the total energy andevN

is the energy of the rovibrational level of CaH(v,N) without
the fine structure splitting.

The matrix of the interaction potential is diagonal
both the S and S quantum numbers and the elemen
^vu^NkuV(R,r ,u)uN8k8&uv8& are the same as for the case
a diatomic molecule in the1S state interacting with an atom
These elements were given in the body fixed frame
T Pack.42 The elements of the matrices ofl̂ 2 andV̂SR can be
written directly in the basis~3! if one makes use of the
relations:44

l̂ 25 Ĵ21N̂21Ŝ212N̂zŜz22ĴzŜz22ĴzN̂z1Ŝ2N̂1

1Ŝ1N̂22 Ĵ2N̂12 Ĵ1N̂22 Ĵ2Ŝ12 Ĵ1Ŝ2 , ~5!

whereJ65Jx6 iJy , and

V̂SR5
g

2
~N̂1Ŝ21N̂2Ŝ1!1gN̂zŜz . ~6!

The set of equations~4! is solved numerically using the
log-derivative method of Johnson and Manolopoulos. T
log-derivative matrix is then transformed to the represen
tion in which thel̂ 2 and the spin-rotation operators are dia
onal using the following relation:

u~NS! j lJM &5S 2l 11

4p D 1/2

(
VkS

^ j V l0uJV&

3^NkSSu j V&YNkuSS&DMV
J* , ~7!

where ĵ 5N̂1Ŝ. The scattering S-matrix is constructed in th
u j l & representation and the cross sections for elastic and
elastic collisions are computed from its elements as usua
similar procedure was employed in a recent study
F(2P1/2)1H2 collisions by Krems and Dalgarno46 where
more details of the method are given.

The spin-rotation interaction is weak in2S diatomic
molecules45 and may be neglected in calculations of vibr
tional transitions. We verified that the loss of accura
caused by its omission is negligible by carrying out selec
calculations on rovibrational transitions in He–CaH col
sions using the method developed for1S molecules.47,48The
MOLSCAT program49 is used for these close-coupled~CC!
scattering calculations which are performed in the spa
fixed frame and the results will be referred to as the CC1S
data. The CC1S results agree exactly with a calculation wi
the body-fixed program in which the spin-rotation constang
was set to zero. The number of coupled equations in
accurate calculations is twice that of the CC1S calculations
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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7388 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 16, 22 April 2003 Balakrishnan et al.
so the omission of the spin-rotation interaction term in
Hamiltonian~1! increases the computational efficiency by
factor of eight.

III. RESULTS

A. Spin-rotation interaction in ultracold collisions

The termV̂SR in the Hamiltonian~1! splits the rotational
energy level with a given value ofN into two fine structure
levels corresponding to the angular momen
j 5N61/2.39,40,42The splitting is small but it increases lin
early with N.39,44 Becauseg is positive for CaH the state
with j 5N11/2 are higher in energy. The splitting of theN
51 level in CaH is 0.062 cm21. In the limit of zero energy,
for N51,j 51/2, only the rotational transition toN50,j
51/2 is possible, while for the upper fine-structure levelN
51,j 53/2 both the rotational transition toN50,j 51/2 and
the fine-structure transition toN51,j 51/2 may occur.

Figure 1 shows the cross sections for rotational rel
ation of CaH(v50,N51) in ultracold and cold collisions
with 3He computed using the accurate approach and
CC1S approximation. At collision energies greater th
0.5 cm21 the cross sections for rotational relaxation
CaH(N51) in different fine structure levels are the same
the results of the CC1S calculations. All cross sections sho
a maximum at about 0.1 cm21. A partial wave analysis of
the cross sections shows that the maximum arises fro
shape resonance corresponding to thel 52 partial wave. The
cross sections follow the Wigner behavior in the limit
vanishing collision velocity. The cross section for rotation
relaxation of CaH(N51,j 53/2), however, shows a rapid de
crease for collision energies below 0.02 cm21 and it is one
order of magnitude smaller than that of CaH(N51,j 51/2)
in the Wigner limit.

The suppression of the cross section for rotational re
ation of CaH(N51,j 53/2) in the Wigner regime can be un
derstood by examining the behavior of the adiabatic poten
curves obtained by diagonalizing the total coupling matrix
different values ofR. We use quantum numbers (N,S, j ,l ,J)
with Ĵ5 ĵ 1 l̂ , even though calculations were done in a bod

FIG. 1. Cross sections for rotational relaxation in CaH(N51)—3He colli-
sions: dotted curve—relaxation from thej 51/2 level; broken curve—
relaxation from thej 53/2 level; full curve—CC1S calculations.
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fixed basis. At low energiess-wave scattering dominates an
we consider only thel 50 partial wave in the incident (N
51,j 53/2,J53/2) channel. Thus, the total angular mome
tum J, which is a good quantum number, is equal toj of the
incident channel. Fors-wave scattering in the incident (N
51,j 51/2,J51/2) channel only thel 50 partial wave is
populated in the outgoing (N50,j 51/2,J51/2) channel,
while for (N51,j 53/2,J53/2) the l 51 and l 52 partial
waves are accessible in the outgoing channels of both r
tional relaxation (N50,j 51/2,J53/2) and fine-structure
transition (N51,j 51/2,J53/2). The adiabatic potentia
curves that correlate with (N51,j 53/2) and (N51,j 51/2)
channels forJ53/2 are shown in Fig. 2 as functions ofR.
They cross twice at large values ofR, at ;25a0 and 45a0 .
The maximum of the centrifugal barrier due to thel 52 par-
tial wave in the outgoing (N51,j 51/2) channel is larger
than the splitting between the fine-structure lev
(0.062 cm21) but it is negligible compared to the energy ga
of 8.4 cm21 between theN50 andN51 levels. Therefore,
the centrifugal barrier in the outgoing (N50,j 51/2,J53/2)
channel is not responsible for the suppression of the r
tional relaxation of the (N51,j 53/2) level. The suppression
arises because the coupling between the fine-structure c
nels at large distances directs part of the initial flux to t
(N51,j 51/2) channel and the centrifugal barrier in the (N
51,j 51/2) channel impedes penetration to smaller values
R where the rotational transition occurs.

In Fig. 3 we plot the total cross sections and thes-wave
contributions for rotational and fine-structure relaxations
the (N51,j 53/2) channel. Thes-wave contributions show a
Feshbach-type resonance which is caused by trapping be
the barrier in the outgoing (N51,j 51/2) channel. The reso
nances are not apparent in the total cross sections becaus
s-wave contribution is small compared to those from high
partial waves. We have verified that the suppression of
rotational relaxation in the Wigner regime and the resonan
disappear when the centrifugal barrier in the final (N51,j
51/2) state is artificially eliminated. Formation of Feshbac
type resonances due to trapping behind centrifugal barrier
the outgoing channels has also been observed in fi

FIG. 2. Adiabatic potential energy curves for CaH(N, j ,l )—He interaction
for total angular momentumJ53/2: The approximate quantum numbe
are, bold curve—N51,j 53/2,l 50; broken curve—N51,j 51/2,l 51; dot-
ted curve—N51,j 51/2,l 52.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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7389J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 16, 22 April 2003 He–CaH interaction. II
structure transitions in atom–atom collisions at ultrac
temperatures.50

There is a factor of 1.9 between the cross sections
rotational relaxation of CaH(N51,j 51/2) and of CaH(N
51) computed in the CC1S approximation in the ultracold
limit because the coupling matrices corresponding to to
angular momentaJ51/2 andJ51 are different. When CaH
is in higher rotational levels the efficiency of rotational e
ergy transfer is much larger than that of fine structure tr
sitions at all collision energies including the ultracolds-wave
limit.

Figure 4 presents a comparison of accurate and CC1S
calculations of cross sections for elastic collisions
CaH(N50,j 51/2) with 3He at low and ultralow collision
energies. All the features of the cross section including
resonant enhancement are reproduced with high accurac
the CC1S calculations and the resonance again occurs for
l 52 partial wave. Also shown in Fig. 4 are the CC1S results
for the4He–CaH system. Compared to the3He–CaH system
the resonance is shifted to thel 53 partial wave and the
limiting cross section is reduced by a factor of 2.

FIG. 3. Cross sections for rotational~broken curves! and fine structure~full
curves! relaxation in CaH(N51,j 53/2)—3He collisions. Thin curves are
the s-wave cross sections and bold lines are total cross sections.

FIG. 4. Cross section for elastic CaH(v50,N50)—He collisions: Open
circles—calculations for3He–CaH with the spin-rotation interaction; soli
curve—CC1S calculation for3He–CaH; dotted curve—CC1S calculation
for 4He–CaH.
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B. Vibrational relaxation at ultracold temperatures

Cross sections for vibrationally inelastic scattering we
computed within the CC1S approximation using a large ba
sis set. The energy gap between thev50,N50 andv51,N
50 levels is 1258 cm21. There are 17 rotational levels (N
50216) between thev50 andv51 vibrational levels. We
included levelsv50,1, and 2 in our basis set with rotation
levelsN50219 in v50 and 1 andN5029 in v52 form-
ing a total of 50 rovibrational levels. The highest ener
represented in the basis set is 2792 cm21 with respect to the
v50,N50 level. Calculations are reported for total ener
values ranging from zero to 2258 cm21. Thus a large num-
ber of closed channels is present even at the highest en
in the calculations. We used the hybrid modified lo
derivative Airy propagator method of Manolopoulos a
Alexander51 to solve the coupled equations. The highe
value of J retained in our calculations is 40 for which th
number of coupled equations is 475. To obtain converg
rotational populations, terms in the Legendre polynomial
pansion of the interaction potential up to the 16th order w
needed.

Cross sections for quenching of thev51,N50 level of
the CaH molecule by collisions with3He are shown in Fig. 5
as functions of the kinetic energy. The cross section pas
through a minimum at an energy of about 8 cm21 and then
increases with subsequent decrease of temperature. Th
crease is due to the attractive van der Waals interac
which accelerates the colliding particles into the interact
region. The peak at an energy of about 0.02 cm21 is due to
the l 52 shape resonance. It is broader than in the ela
scattering cross section in thev50,N50 channel and the
cross section varies by about three orders of magnit
through the resonance.

At incident energies lower than 1023 cm21 only s-wave
scattering occurs and the cross section varies inversely a
velocity in accordance with the Wigner law.52 The scattering
length is real for single channel scattering where only ela
scattering occurs but it has an imaginary part when two
more channels are open. The complex scattering length
the v51,N50 level is a5(a2 ib)5(8.162 i9.1831027)
31028 cm. The imaginary partb is related to the zero-

FIG. 5. Cross sections for quenching of thev51,N50 level of CaH by
collisions with3He as functions of the incident kinetic energy.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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temperature quenching rate coefficient according tokv(T
→0)54pb\/m.28 The zero-energy limiting value of th
elastic scattering cross section is given bysel(Ek→0)
54p(a21b2)28 where Ek is the incident kinetic energy
The scattering length for4He–CaH(v51,N50) is a
5(5.752 i3.8031027)31028 cm. The elastic cross sectio
at zero energy is 4.16310214 cm2 and the zero-temperatur
quenching rate coefficient is 2.6310217 cm3 s21.

Cross sections for transitions from thev51,N50 state
of CaH to rotational levelsNf50, 1, 2, 12, and 13 of
CaH(v50) are shown in Fig. 6 as functions of the incide
energy. Each of the individual cross sections exhibits a si
lar energy dependence to that of the total cross section sh
in Fig. 5. However, there are substantial differences in
magnitudes of the partial cross sections at collision ener
above 1000 cm21. High rotational states are favored at lo
energies but this preference tends to disappear at ene
above 1000 cm21. The inversion in rotational populations i
the ultracold limit is illustrated in Fig. 7 at an incident ener
of 1026 cm21. Such inversions in rotational population
have been observed in Ar1HF and Ar1HCl collisions at
higher incident energies between 300 and 3000 cm21 by
Kremset al.53,54who suggested that they are due to the la
anisotropy of the interaction potential. The rotational level
v50 that is closest in energy to the initialv51,N50 level

FIG. 6. Cross sections for relaxation of CaH(v51,N50) to individual ro-
tational levelsNf of v50 as functions of the incident kinetic energy.

FIG. 7. Rotational populations of the CaH molecule in thev50 level after
quenching from thev51,N50 level at an incident energy of 1026 cm21.
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is N516. The enhancement of such near-resonant transit
may be limited because the conservation of classical actio
also significant in determining the final rotation
populations.31,53,54

The rate coefficient for the quenching of thev51,N
50 level is shown in Fig. 8 as a function of the temperatu
in the range 1025 to 100 K. As the temperature decreas
from 100 K, the rate coefficient passes through a minim
value of about 2310216 cm3 s21 at 4 K and then increase
to reach a maximum value of 10214 cm3 s21 at 2
31022 K. The rate coefficient decreases with further d
crease of temperature, and at zero temperature attains
finite limiting value of 2.6310217 cm3 s21. The dramatic
increase in the rate coefficient by a factor of 50 in the te
perature range from 4 to 1022 K is due to a combination of
the attractive van der Waals interaction and the shape r
nance shown in Fig. 5. The temperature dependence of
rate coefficient is similar to that observed for the vibration
relaxation of CO(v51,N50) by collisions with4He ~Ref.
32! but the rate coefficient for the present system is order
magnitude larger due to the greater anisotropy of the in
action potential as the bond is stretched compared to
The equilibrium bond distances of CaH and CO are 3.795a0

and 2.132a0 , respectively.
We have also considered vibrational and rotatio

quenching from excited rotational levels inv51. Cross sec-
tions for pure rotational quenching from excited rotation
levels ofv51 are comparable to those shown in Fig. 1 f
v50. Vibrational quenching from excited rotational levels
v51 depends only weakly onN. We obtain limiting values
of 3.7310217, 2.9310217, and 2.1310217 cm3 s21, respec-
tively, for the rate coefficients of vibrational relaxation o
CaH(v51,N51 – 3) in collisions with3He at zero tempera
ture.

C. Sensitivity to interaction potential

The experimental data on3He–CaH collisions were ob
tained at a temperature of about 0.4 K. The computed c
sections exhibit a resonance at about 0.02 cm21 which sig-
nificantly enhances the rate coefficients at temperatures
0.4 K. Resonance positions are often sensitive to the inte

FIG. 8. Rate coefficient for the quenching of thev51,N50 level of the
CaH molecule as a function of the temperature.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tion potential. We carried out a series of calculations
which the interaction potential was slightly modified to e
plore the sensitivity of the cross sections to small change
the interaction potential. The modified potential is defined

Ṽ5VCCSD(T)1 f * ~VCCSD(T)2VCCSD!, ~8!

whereVCCSD(T) is the original potential computed with pe
turbative triples andVCCSD is the interaction potential com
puted without the triples contribution. We extrapolate t
contribution of the triples by takingf equal to 0.10 and 0.15
For f 50 we recover the original potential. The effect of th
triples contribution is to make the entire attractive part of
potential more attractive and the entire repulsive part l
repulsive. Forf 50.10– 0.15 the van der Waals minimu
becomes more attractive by 2%–3%. This change is of
same order as the uncertainty in theab initio potential, which
was estimated in Paper I to be a few percent.

Figure 9 shows the spherically symmetric parts of
original potential and the modified potential withf 50.15
averaged over thev50 vibrational wave function of the CaH
molecule. The modified potential withf 50.10 would be al-
most indistinguishable in this plot and is not shown.

Elastic scattering cross sections obtained from the m
fied potential withf 50.10 and 0.15 and the original pote
tial are shown in Fig. 10. Forf 50.10, the resonance shifts t
0.004 cm21 with a sharper peak, and forf 50.15, the reso-
nance goes away. The background cross sections on w
the resonances structures are superposed and the zero e
limits are nearly identical for all three potentials.

A comparison of the results for vibrational quenchi
collisions for the three potentials is shown in Fig. 11. As
the elastic collisions, the resonance moves to a lower en
for f 50.10 and disappears forf 50.15. Outside the energ
region of the resonances the cross sections merge smo
with those corresponding to the original potential. The cr
sections in the Wigner regime are the same for all three
tentials.

Changes within the uncertainty of theab initio potential
can shift or eliminate resonances. In the following secti

FIG. 9. Spherically symmetric part of the interaction potential avera
over thev50 vibrational wave function of the CaH molecule. The so
curve corresponds to the original potential and the dashed curve corresp
to the modified potentials withf 50.15.
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we compare our results obtained with the modified poten
and the original potential with the experimental data.

IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Elastic scattering

In the experiments of Doyle and co-workers17,18,55CaH
molecules were produced by laser ablation of a solid sam
of CaH2. The CaH molecules in the low field seeking stat
were trapped after thermalizing collisions with the3He buffer
gas atoms at a temperature of about 0.4 K. The molec
were mostly produced in their ground state except for a sm
fraction in the excitedv51 level. By measuring the diffu-
sive loss of the molecules in the absence of the trapp
field, Weinsteinet al.17 obtained a lower limit of 10214 cm2

for the elastic momentum transfer collision cross section
tween 3He and CaH at a temperature of about 0.4 K. T
limit was revised to a cross section of 1.560.6310214 cm2

in the thesis of Weinstein.55

The elastic cross sections for the collisions of CaH w
3He are shown in Fig. 10 as a function of the energy. T

d

nds

FIG. 10. Elastic scattering cross sections for3He–CaH(v50,N50) inter-
action as functions of the incident energy. The solid curve is the results f
the original potential and the dotted and dashed curves are, respectivel
results from the modified potentials withf 50.10 and 0.15.

FIG. 11. Vibrational quenching cross sections in3He–CaH(v51,N50) col-
lisions as functions of the incident energy. The solid curve represents
result from the original potential and the dotted and dashed curves, res
tively, denote the results from the modified potentials withf 50.10 and 0.15.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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measurement refers to the momentum transfer or trans
cross section for a thermal population of molecules. T
transport cross section is defined as

s tr~E!52pE
0

p ds~E!

dx
~12cosx!sinx dx, ~9!

whereds(E)/dx is the differential cross section andx is the
scattering angle. They were computed explicitly from Eq.~9!
by first evaluating the differential cross sections. By integr
ing the product of the transport cross sections and the r
tive velocity over a Maxwellian velocity distribution and d
viding by the average thermal velocity we obtain effecti
thermal transport cross sections. Figure 12 compares ou
sults obtained on the original potential and the potential w
f 50.15 with the experimental result.55 The results obtained
from the modified potential withf 50.10 are almost the sam
and are not included. The effect of the resonance on
transport cross section is very small, because the contr
tions from small angle scattering is suppressed by the
2cosx) factor in Eq.~9!. Theory and experiment are consi
tent in finding a large cross section but the theoretical cr
sections exceed the measured cross sections by a facto
at 0.4 K.

B. Rotational relaxation

Because of the very high rates of rotational relaxat
rotationally excited CaH molecules were not directly d
tected in the experiments. A lower limit of 10215 cm3 s21

was reported for the rate coefficient for the rotational rel
ation of CaH(v50,N51) by collisions with3He at 0.4 K.55

The predicted values of the rate coefficients are given
Table I for temperatures up to 100 K. They are several ord
of magnitude larger than the experimental lower limit. The
rate coefficients are reported only for the original potenti

C. Vibrational relaxation

For the quenching of the vibrational levelv51, Wein-
stein et al.55 reported an upper limit of 10216 cm3 s21 at

FIG. 12. Thermal averaged elastic momentum transfer cross section
3He–CaH(v50,N50) collisions as functions of the temperature. The so
curve is the result from the original potential, the dashed curve is the re
from the modified potential withf 50.15, and the filled circle is the experi
mental result.
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about 0.5 K in the absence of the magnetic field. The th
retical rate coefficients for vibrational quenching obtain
using the original potential are listed in Table I. The ra
coefficient at 0.5 K is 6.4310216 cm3 s21, a factor of 6
larger than the experimental upper limit. A major contrib
tion to the rate coefficient arises from thel 52 shape reso-
nance shown in Fig. 11. For thef 50.15 case for which there
occurs no resonance we obtain a value of 2
310216 cm3 s21 at 0.5 K which is about a factor of two
larger than the upper limit given by experiment. For bo
elastic and vibrational quenching collisions, our cross s
tions are a factor of two or more larger than the experimen
values.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out quantum mechanical scattering
culations of elastic and rovibrationally inelastic transitions
CaH(2S) by collisions with3He atoms. The effect of spin
rotational coupling in CaH and the range of collision en
gies where the spin-rotational interaction is important
investigated. It is found that the coupling between the fin
structure channels at large atom-molecule separations l
to Feshbach-type resonances in thes-wave cross sections o
fine-structure and rotational relaxation of theN51,j 53/2
channel as well as suppression of the cross section for r
tional relaxation of the fine-structure excited level in the
tracold limit. Calculations performed in the approximatio
that ignores the spin-rotation interaction show that its neg
has no effect on elastic scattering even in the zero-ene
limit or on rotational quenching cross sections at energ
above 0.5 cm21. Vibrational relaxation of CaH(v51,N
50) is investigated and it is found to preferentially popula
high rotational levels of CaH(v50) at ultracold tempera-
tures. The vibrational relaxation rate coefficient is enhan

for

lts

TABLE I. Rate coefficients for quenching of thev50,N51 andv51,N
50 levels of CaH in collisions with3He computed within the1S approxi-
mation.

Temperature~K!

Rate coefficient (cm3 s21)

Rotational quenching Vibrational quenching

1.031025 3.51310212 2.55310217

1.031024 3.62310212 2.59310217

1.031023 4.98310212 2.81310217

1.031022 1.56310211 6.32310215

1.031021 9.67310211 3.75310215

2.031021 1.12310210 1.69310215

3.031021 1.13310210 1.07310215

4.031021 1.13310210 7.95310216

5.031021 1.12310210 6.42310216

6.031021 1.11310210 5.47310216

7.031021 1.09310210 4.83310216

8.031021 1.08310210 4.35310216

9.031021 1.07310210 4.04310216

1.0 1.06310210 3.73310216

10 9.16310211 3.68310216

20 9.03310211 8.24310216

40 8.89310211 2.57310215

60 8.73310211 5.42310215

80 8.60310211 9.57310215

100 8.50310211 1.55310214
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by a factor of 50 between 4 and 0.01 K due to ad-wave
shape resonance. The vibrational quenching rate coeffici
are four to five orders of magnitude smaller than pure ro
tional quenching rate coefficients. Because vibratio
quenching is so slow, as long as the molecules are in thN
50 rotational level, they can be trapped in excited vib
tional levels without significant trap loss. We drew simil
conclusions for CO~Ref. 32! and O2.33

Our calculations yield momentum transfer cross secti
larger by a factor of 2 or 3 from the measurements. Vib
tional relaxation rate coefficients are found to be more s
sitive to the presence of resonances in the cross section.
resonance position is very sensitive to small changes in
interaction potential. Because the position of the resonanc
close to the energy regime explored by the experimen
makes a large contribution to the rate coefficient near 0.4
We get a rate coefficient larger than the experiment b
factor of 8. The uncertainties in the potential energy surf
do not exclude the shifting or disappearance of the re
nance. With its absence we predict a rate coefficient for
brational quenching that is a factor of 2 larger than the m
sured value. Experimental data on the energy dependen
cross sections would be instructive.
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